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Making Substations

TALK the TALK
By Bill Koch

Electric co-ops
find increasing
the movement
and availability
of substation
data boosts
system reliability while
greatly
improving
operational
efficiency

S

ubstation automation
involves making sure all of the
various pieces, parts, and functions
found in the facilities “play well
together.” Properly implemented, the final
product will greatly enhance traditional
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems by gathering additional,
in-depth information for use in streamlining
electric co-op operations, maintenance, and
planning.
John D. McDonald, general manager of
marketing for GE Energy Transmission & Distribution (ge.com), suggests starting substation automation efforts by “walking carefully
through your substations as they exist to
determine the direction to go.”
After that initial analysis, replacing analog equipment or integrating conventional
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Four things
you need to
know about
substation
automation:
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1. Consider replacing remote terminal units and other older equipment with intelligent electronic devices (IEDs)
and data concentrators when it makes operational and economic sense.
2. Pull information from all IEDs into substation data concentrators boasting a user-friendly interface, then
securely move the data to a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) master station and one
common enterprise system that can be easily accessed by staff via the corporate network.
3. Two-way communication networks must be of sufficient size and speed to carry heavier data volumes but
not interfere with SCADA systems.
4. New substations can be automated at the design stage; older substations require study to pinpoint the
nature, cost, and timing of upgrades.

equipment with intelligent electronic devices
(IEDs) will almost certainly make more downline data available. However, as McDonald
cautions, “implementation of IEDs on a standalone basis, within a limited architecture, only
lets you take advantage of about 15 percent to 20 percent
of the funct i o n-

ality
possible.”
As a result,
much substation automation
activity today focuses on integration that taps
the built-in two-way communications capabilities of IEDs by linking them to a substation
data concentrator over an Ethernet local area
network (LAN) using ruggedized terminal
servers/switches. Jonathan Piel, global product
director at Cooper Power Systems (www
.cooperpowereas.com), notes: “Electric co-ops
today are using a diversity of equipment both
inside the substation fence and down-line to
meet demand for additional information. The
key is being able to normalize data from different systems using various software protocols
without replacing all of the legacy equipment.”
Cooper Power Systems’ Visual T&D, a
combination of the Cybectec Visual Substation and Cannon eSubstation products, helps
mold data functions together. “It improves

interoperability and provides information that
lets operators know how fast system conditions are changing, enabling them to make
quicker and more accurate decisions on how
to respond,” Piel adds.
Ameen Hamdon, president of SUBNET
Solutions, Inc. (subnetsolutions.com),
observes that an open solution unifying
substation data from many
different devices with multiple business systems
gives co-ops a vital tool.
“SCADA operators want
to know if a device is

open or closed, while maintenance might
want to know how long it took to open, the
magnitude of the fault current that caused
it to open, and how many times it tripped.
All of this information must get into the
hands of folks who can use it to take corrective actions.”
he road to substation automation took a major step forward
three years ago at RushShelby
Energy, based in Manilla, Ind., when
the co-op installed Cooper Power
Systems’ Visual T&D server, applied
as SCADA, and began rolling out a
Cooper Power Systems/Cannon Technologies automated meter
reading (AMR) system.
RushShelby Energy serves
about 15,000 members in
central Indiana, through
14 substations owned by
its wholesale power supplier, Bloomington, Ind.headquartered Hoosier
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Energy, and five metering points from investor-owned utility Duke Energy.
Chris Chastain, RushShelby Energy vice
president of engineering, points out that all
19 substations and metering points are now
connected to Visual T&D, with about 14,000
AMRs sending in energy readings, voltage levels, and blink counts on a regular basis.
“Both Visual T&D and AMR speak the
same language, eliminating the need for multiplexers or a second communications channel,” he remarks. “Visual T&D offers the same
information as other SCADA systems.”
A fiber switch from RuggedCom, Inc.
(ruggedcom.com), ties together fiber opticsconnected substation remote terminal units
(RTUs) and meter collection centers to
eSubstation and AMR modules housed on
a Cooper Power Systems’ Yukon Advanced
Energy Services Platform at the co-op’s operations center.
“Currently, we’re monitoring substation
feeders, including amps and status changes,”
Chastain comments. “We’re using short-hop,
900-megahertz radios from MDS [microwave
data. com] to communicate between substation RTUs and each substation recloser. An
e-mail notifies us about any issues, and we’re
able to operate reclosers remotely. We hope
to expand this level of automation to substation regulators so we can monitor and adjust
substation voltage.”
RushShelby Energy uses AMR readings to
check feeders for load balance. One particular
feeder sustains strain from a yearly festival.
“On festival days we check our load
peaks and correct any system imbalances,”
Chastain indicates. “In our next construction
work plan, we’ll draw heavily from this data.”
asin Electric Power Cooperative, a
generation and transmission cooperative (G&T) in Bismarck, N.D., supplies wholesale power to 126 member
co-ops across nine states. Steve Mittelsteadt,
substation engineering supervisor for the
G&T explains: “We’ve automated six of our
substations, all of them 230-kilovolt and
345-kilovolt transmission switching facilities
built during the past three years. Work
on the remainder will follow as time and
resources permit. Automation greatly
increases our operational efficiency and lets
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us better target manpower resources.”
He continues: “On top of this, we’re
partially automating older substations as we
replace aging and obsolete SCADA RTUs, protective relays, power transformers, reactors,
and power circuit breakers.”
The G&T’s automated substations use
General Electric D20 RTUs equipped with
Ethernet, RS-232, and RS-485 connectivity.
The D20s serve as the main data concentrator,
with General Electric D400 and Schweitzer
Engineering Laboratories, Inc. (selinc.com),
SEL 2032 communications processors providing auxiliary data collection. The communications backbone revolves around a secure
LAN utilizing hardened RuggedCom Ethernet
switches.
Basin Electric Power engineers can
remotely access networked D20 RTUs from
transmission maintenance offices in North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming as well
as anywhere with a link to the corporate computer network. As a result, trouble spots can
be diagnosed and modifications made to IED
and SCADA configurations.
“One of the greatest advantages of the
new equipment is the ability to collect fault
data without traveling to the substation,” Mittelsteadt relates. “We can quickly download
basics on the duration and extent of an outage, evaluate operation of protective relays,
and zero in on fault locations. All of this
improves efficiency as our line crews don’t
have to drive to distant substations to pull
the information. It also minimizes time they
spend patrolling transmission lines looking
for the cause of a problem.”
Data readily available to Basin Electric
Power staff includes reports on tests of highvoltage power transformers, circuit breakers,
reactors, and capacitors; dissolved-gas-in-oil
analyses; periodic substation inspections;
and transmission right-of-way maintenance
activities.
“The amount and quality of gathered
information keeps growing as new substations are built and older ones upgraded,”
says Mittelsteadt. “New microprocessor-based
protective relays can even be programmed
to formulate data on contact wear in power
circuit breakers and to continuously monitor continuity of power-circuit breaker trip
circuitry.”

that enables better remote substation management. According to Chris Fleenor, Trico
Electric technical services & system reliability
supervisor, the co-op wanted to receive data
without driving up to two hours to a substation site to harvest it.
“Although we had upgraded our substation recloser controls to IED-based models,
the ability to feed timely recloser event information to our engineers and management
was lacking.”
Installation of SUBNET Solutions’
SubstationSERVER.NET software in all
12 Trico Electric substations has fashioned
an advanced data concentrator and communications scheme that easily disseminates available data without burdening the co-op’s existing SCADA system. On the office end,
SUBNET Solutions’ EnterpriseSERVER.NET
creates a flexible, secure port to the information.
“There have been no hiccups and everything was installed in less than a week with
very little hassle,” Fleenor stresses.
Files on any unusual system occurrences
are captured and stored in an SQL server
database. Engineers at the co-op simply open
a web browser to query and view desired
information. Trico Electric has even downloaded event information to Milsoft Utility
Solutions, Inc. (milsoft.com), WindMil Engineering Analysis software to assist in tracking
the origin of a hard-to-find fault.
To any electric co-op taking on a similar undertaking, Fleenor recommends “paying attention to planning and documentation from the start. With full management
support, the project will deliver all of the
data your distribution or transmission system needs to become even more efficient
and reliable.”
Mention of a commercial product or service
on these or other editorial pages of this publication does not imply endorsement by RE
Magazine or NRECA— Perry Stambaugh,
Editor.

ast June, Marana, Ariz.-based Trico Electric Cooperative, which serves more
than 38,000 members, selected SUBNET Solutions to configure a digital network
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